Restaurant Performance Agreement
2011

1. The dancer is paid $50 flat rate plus a guaranteed minimum $25 in tips. If the tip minimum was not
met, the restaurant will cover the difference, for a total pay of $75 per shift. The dancer is to be paid in
full at the end of the shift.
2. The dancer is to be paid in cash only.
3. Tips that are thrown, showered, or tossed at the dancer are to be picked up/collected by a member of
the wait staff and deposited in the dancer’s tip basket. The dancer will not stop to collect tips from the
floor. The dancer will allow on the body tipping in the side of her belt/skirt only & at her discretion.
3. The dancer keeps all tips from the jar & 'money showers' earned each shift. The dancer is not required
to “tip out” the restaurant staff. If the dancer's tips are less than the $25 minimum specified above, the
restaurant will cover the difference (i.e. if the dancer earns $10 in tips, the restaurant will 'tip out' $15 to
the dancer in addition to her base pay). If the dancer earns more than $25 in tips, those earnings do not
impact her base pay of $50. The dancer keeps all tips.
4. The dancer will be provided with a clean, private area to change into and out of her costume & will be
provided with drinking water by the restaurant.
5. The dancer will arrive approximately 1/2 hour before the scheduled start time.
6. The dancer is scheduled for a 2-hour shift starting at___________ and ending at ______________.
She will perform 3 sets within that timeframe. Each set is approximately 12-15 minutes in length, or 3-5
songs.
7. Forty-eight hours notice is required for any changes to the scheduled shift. If the restaurant wishes to
extend the dancer’s shift, there will be a fee of $25 per half hour. Each half hour will include an
additional set. This option is subject to the dancer’s availability. Extended shifts are only guaranteed
when scheduled in advance.
8. Twenty-four hours notice is required for cancellations. If the dancer arrives & is sent home early, or
dances fewer than the contracted number of sets at the restaurant’s request, the restaurant agrees to
pay the full amount of $75 (base pay + tip minimum).
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